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ABSTRACT

In this paper the Two Wheeler vehicle speed is used to generate the electricity which can be stored in the battery for further use. The self-power generating vehicle is the new innovative one which is going to replace during power cut period. The power generated from the synchronized dynamo is stored in the battery which is given to inverter circuit Utilized in AC low power Applications. Power Utilization from battery usage only applicable for the failure of power supply in homes used from grid line power. Hence this system will enhance the features and more useful for rural areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

AC output to get from 12V DC battery which is converted into AC by means of an inverter circuit. The battery is charged by a DC synchronized dynamo and which is coupled with the planetary gear. The planetary gear train is connected with a bike chain sprocket using free wheel welded with planetary gear box input. Output of the gear box is coupled with DC dynamo by means of a Belt Drive. Synchronized dynamo is connected with charging unit & 12V DC Battery. Battery supply is given to an inverter circuit which inverts the 12V DC to 12VAC then utilized for low load Applications.

Figure-1. Block diagram of gear setup with dynamo.

2. COMPONENTS AND ITS FUNCTIONS

The generating of power we are taken from speed of vehicle with the help of external components. The following components are required to complete the operation of the machine.

A. Engine   B. Planetary Gear   C. Dynamo
D. Rectifier and Inverter   E. Battery

a) Engine

Motorcycle engines work periodic linear motion with piston which connected to a crankshaft by a piston-rod, which turns the linear motion into rotation. In the ignition stage the piston experiences a downward force on which increases its momentum. Exhaust, Intake and Compression these three stages the crankshaft acts as a flywheel which moves the piston for rotation. Hydrocarbons major component in petrol. carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms are more in Hydrocarbons. They’re useful as a fuel, because a carbon atom can combine with two oxygen atoms to make carbon dioxide, and two hydrogen’s can combine with oxygen to make water (H₂O) [3]. Actually, as well as the carbon dioxide reaction, you get a single carbon reacting with single oxygen to make carbon monoxide (CO). This can then go on to react with more oxygen to make carbon dioxide. All these reactions release energy, which makes our piston move downwards. Engine consist of pistons, a cylinder block head, the valve train as one of a part. The pistons make progress in a to and fro direction in the cylinder block, driven by eruptions of a fuel-air mixture which has been triggered by a spark. To allow the air-fuel mixture to intrude into the combustion chamber, the valves are opened and closed. As the pistons make progress in a to and fro direction, crankshaft starts turn in a rotation the energy changes from the pistons into crankshaft. The rotational force of the crankshaft is transmitted via the transmission, to the front wheel of the motorcycle[1].

Motorcycle engines are categorized by three ways viz; (i) The number of cylinders working in engine. (ii) The combustion chambers capacity. (iii) The number piston moves in their power cycles.

Motor cycle used here has an activating combustion and a tub form double cradle type frame with a 97.2cc engine. The engine is having a basis on the Honda cub C100EX with a similar bore and a stroke of 50mm x 49.5mm [2].

Fuel tank capacity: 11 liters (2.4 imp gal; 2.9 US gal), Reserve: 1.4 liters (0.31 imp gal; 0.37 US gal) Dry weight: 109kg.

b) Planetary gear

The epicyclical gearing system of a gear ratio was somewhat complicated; particularly there are several ways where a rotation of input can be converted into an output twirling [5]. Three basic components of the epicycle gears are:

Sun: The centre gear of gearing part.
Carrier: Planet gears all are same sizes and interlock with the sun gear which includes one or more peripheral gears.
Ring: An outermost ring with directed-facing teeth that netting with the planet gear or gears.
The two planetary gears which interlock with one another are employed in the epicyclic gear trains. Out of these planets, one interlocks with the sun gear and another planet netting with the ring gear. This outcome in different ratios is being generated by the planetary gear. The elementary equation becomes:

\[(R-1) \omega_c = R\omega_r - \omega_s\]

where \(R = N_r / N_s\)

this results in:

\(\omega_r = \omega_c (1/R)\) when the carrier is locked,

\(\omega_r = \omega_c \left(\frac{R+1}{2}\right)\) when the sun is locked,

\(\omega_r = -\omega_c (R-1)\) when the ring gear is locked.

**Gear Specifications:**

- Gear attached in engine = 100mm and 44 teeth
- Gear attached in planetary gear box = 50 mm and 22 teeth
- Space between the two gears = 350 mm

**Figure-2.** Planetary gear setup and synchronous dynamo.

**c) Dynamo**

Dynamo is an equipment which transforms the kinetic energy into electrical energy [4]. Bicycles require energy to power the head lights and other apparatus in the vehicle. Generally the dynamos are small permanent-magnet alternators. Synchronous dynamo explains the action of rotating an arbitrary body in the same amount of time on its axis. As it takes to complete a full orbit, Continuous rotation toggles with planetary gear setup with this Synchronous dynamo. Dynamo starts continuous rotation with planetary gear Experimental setup Fix with one stand with two wheeler body. Chain sprocket running condition experimental setup fixed to produce rotational energy is converted into electrical energy (i.e) generate dc power [6]. The generated power is stored to the battery. It can be stored in the battery after rectification. The rectified voltage can be inverted and can be used in various forms of utilities. The battery power can be consumed for the users comfort.

**Figure-3.** Dynamo.

**Figure-4.** Proposed hardware model-dynamo.
Dynamos were generators the first electrical energy use of conveying power in industry, including the electric motor, the sinusoidal current alternator, the rotary convertor [8].

Nowadays the elementary alternator influences large scale power generation, for efficiency, trustworthy and cheap of cost. A dynamo has the disadvantage of a mechanical commutator.

d) Rectifier and inverter

Silicon diodes are mostly used for rectifier’s lower voltages and powers conversion applications. The rectifier circuit was collect source from dynamo and rectify the source then given to the 12V (D.C) Battery charging unit. Lead acid Battery is reutilized by refilling solutions. Battery connected to inverter circuit, inverter to convert D.C to A.C. This paper designed for 220 V inverter circuit [7].

e) Battery

In this paper we are using secondary type lead acid battery [1]. It is reusable type. A battery is more electro chemical cells, inside battery which contains chemical solutions and makes it available as electric current. There are two types of batteries, primary (disposable) and secondary (rechargeable), both of which convert chemical energy to electrical energy. In this approach has also reduced the cost involved in the concern and also three main components involved to produce power generation.

![Figure-6. Lead acid battery.](image)

EEXPERIMENTAL SETUP SPECIFICATION

Planetary gearbox: 1:15 ratio speed
Synchronized dynamo: 5 volt to 17 volt
Lead acid battery: 12 volt 9 A/hr
IC engine: 93 cc splendor+ engine
Bike: Hero Honda Splendor
The fuel consumption based on bike.
Initial: 3 to 5volt.
Starting: 5 to 7volt.
RPM: 7000 to 7500 rpm, initial rpm=1000rpm.
Battery: 12 Volt 9 Ah
Standing fan = 75 w
Lamp = 40 w
Mobile charge = 100 w
Total = 470 w
Current = 470/230 = 2.04 amps/per hour
2.04x2 = 4.08 amps
Computer = 250 w
Home theater = 550 w
Current = 550/230 = 2.39 amps (or) 3 amps
Current = 250/230 = 1.08 amps (or) 1.5 amps

Battery rating

Calculation:

\[
\text{Powerrating (watts)} \times \text{No. of appliances at home} \times \frac{\text{Avgno. hours used per day}}{1000} = \text{Total per day in KWH.}
\]

\[
\text{Powerrating (watts)} \times \text{Hours use} \times \frac{30 \text{ days}}{1000} = \text{kwh}
\]
3. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR INVERTER CIRCUIT

- This simulation results shows the inverter circuit. From Battery 12 V DC converted into inverter circuit 220 V AC supply. Specifications for inverter circuit board are containing following elements.
  - IC SG3525
  - MOFFETS IRF Z44 x2
  - Resistors (22,10K,56K,12K,470,33×2,)
  - Resistors(220×4 ½ watt)
  - Capacitor (0.01uFx3, 1000uF/25V ,2.2uF/25V ,1K100,102K, 47uF/25Vx2)
  - Transformer (we use as inverted).

CONCLUSIONS

This paper analysis the power cut period we are utilizing power through two wheeler connection with inverter circuits. The Components like chains sprocket, planetary gear setup, and synchronized dynamo. In this paper experimental setup also identified the potentials of the technologies when incorporated with other devices to maximize potential energy efficiency of the vehicles. It is used to produce the current in vehicle speed unit. In this proposed model is very effective compare the existing development model.
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